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Parrot ar drone manual

Modification of the drone, also known as ar drone 2.0 elite version. With the functionality added to GPS tracking, now the pilot can move the quadrocopters route, determining the coordinates of the point of flight. The path can be edited using a smartphone or PC. Increased battery capacity, thus improving flight duration. In 2014, the company immediately launched two interesting devices: the Rolling Spider-Drone, which not only flies,
but also travels with. Driving in a kit consists of two light wheels; a sumo jump - this drone is not suitable for flying, but can jump to an altitude of eighty centimeters. Drones are also equipped with cameras and can move in more infections than planned routes. The device is equipped with two rubber wheels, spring mechanism and gyroscope. With this device, drones can perform acrobatics. In 2014, the company showed the Bebopter
2.0 drone, the new device will be different from the basic AR, the drone is characterized by a 14-megapixel fisheye camera with fullHD video recording capabilities, handles quadrocopters from a smartphone or tablet. There is also an opportunity to gain Skycontroller control on drones being built on gnss chipsets that are allowed to stand for specific route quadrocopters, as well as helping drones return to the beginning. The downside
of the model has become a small memory number (8 GB without the possibility of an extension) and a small duration of the flight (up to 11 minutes), the developers have taken into account the Bebop Drone 2.0 defect and the end of 2015, issuing the Bebop 3.0 fix. In addition, auto-protective screws to prevent camera lens damage have been improved and enhanced in case of exposure to the UAV Parrot Disco barrier - as the
company's latest development, Dr. Dron was presented at CES 2016, home sales scheduled for the end of this year, UAV is equipped with multiple sensors, three-axis digital camera shaker and autopilot. Development
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